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Listen to an excerpt from the title track "Jubilant Rain" {play}media/samples/UR9987.01.Jubilan
Listen to an excerpt from "Reed Fields" {play}media/samples/UR9987.03.Reed_Fields.sample.mp3{
Listen to an excerpt from "Three Black Oaks {play}media/samples/UR9987.05.Three_Black_Oaks.s

I discovered improvised music little by little as a teenager, studying classical guitar and playing
in garage bands. It was, however, the solo recordings of Keith Jarrett that intimated a process
that was perhaps even more paradigm shattering than the astonishing jazz that I was listening
to at that time. He wasn’t simply improvising over the harmonies inherent in a composed song.

He was making the whole thing up.

The only parallel to this, and it is far from the same process, is channeling. Yet the music
produced in this context, though completely fresh and of-a-piece, is not completely unaffected
by one’s physiology and the reservoir of music available to human ears in this historical period.

I was determined to search for, if not the same process, a process that would necessitate
moving myself out of the way and allowing music that clearly already exists in some other world,
some other dimension, some parallel universe beyond myself, to flow through my instrument,
the guitar.

There has been, incidentally, countless other precedents of truly extemporaneous composition
in performance, a list which would include the Bengali Baûls, certain Sufi musicians and maybe
even J.S. Bach himself. Whether or not I have been utterly successful in finding such a lofty
process, what we are offering here is completely spontaneous music that is representative of
the search.

— Jack DeSalvo
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1. Jubilant Rain
2. Starlings
3. Reed Fields
4. Dragon Scales
5. Three Black Oaks
6. Cloud Wheels
7. Tomes
8. Her Garden
9. The One
10. Open Window
11. Cupbearer
12. Going Down
13. Clay Birds
14. Radiance
15. The Arc of you Mallet
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